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Title

Method for Planning and Executing Obstacle-Free Paths

for Rotating Excavation Machinery

Technical Field

This invention concerns the control of rotating excavation machinery, for instance to

avoid collisions with obstacles. In its various aspects the invention includes a control

system for autonomous path planning in excavation machinery; excavation machinery

including the control system; a method for control of excavation machinery; and

firmware and software versions of the control system.

Background Art

In mining applications generally the situational awareness of the operators of large

excavation machinery, such as draglines, shovels and excavators, is very important.

Current best practice for obstacle avoidance is centred on the training of the operators.

Operators primarily rely on the visual sighting of obstacles, and their knowledge of a

machine's behaviour to plan safe and effective paths for the machine's operation.

However, human vision is affected in times of limited visibility, for example, at night

or during periods of high atmospheric dust content. This has implications for detecting

and avoiding obstacles such as large boulders, trucks and other equipment, as well as

collision detection with the dig-face, the machine itself, other machines and ground

personnel. In addition, there can be large variations in the skill level and productivity

of different operators, or of a single operator during a shift cycle.

Various attempts have been made to improve situational awareness for an operator by

inclusion of cameras and other means of imaging the scene. Unfortunately, these often

distract the operator from their primary task, and still suffer many of the 'blinding'

limitations caused by dust and low-light.



Summary of the Invention

The invention is a control system for autonomous path planning in excavation

machinery, comprising:

A map generation subsystem to receive data from an array of disparate and

complementary sensors to generate a 3-Dimensional digital terrain and obstacle map

referenced to a coordinate frame related to the machine's geometry, during normal

operation of the machine.

An obstacle detection subsystem to find and identify obstacles in the digital

terrain and obstacle map, and then to refine the map by identifying exclusion zones that

are within reach of the machine during operation.

A collision detection subsystem that uses knowledge of the machine's position

and movements, as well as the digital terrain and obstacle map, to identify and predict

possible collisions with itself or other obstacles, and then uses a forward motion

planner to predict collisions in a planned path.

A path planning subsystem that uses information from the other subsystems to

vary planned paths to avoid obstacles and collisions.

The invention is suitable for excavation machinery having a central axis of rotation

such as draglines, shovels and excavators.

The array of sensors used to generate terrain and obstacle map may comprise passive

sensors such as vision sensors; active sensors such as laser rangefinders or radar

rangefinders; and GPS sensors. These sensors may be mounted on or off the machine,

or both to collect a range of data. The invention is able to fuse on-board sensors to

improve map generation and visibility; and off-board sensors to assist in building the

situational awareness map and highlight potential hazards and obstacles.

In addition, these sensors may be used to estimate the volumes of overburden moved

and to automatically guide the machine during digging and loading operations.



The maps are dynamically constructed during normal operation of the machine to

improve the situational awareness of operators. The maps may be geo-referenced via

GPS or relative with respect to the excavation machinery.

In the case of items which cannot be identified with other sensors - for example

humans, other vehicles entering the workspace, or no-go zones - virtual obstacles may

be incorporated into the maps at any time to limit the operation of the machine. These

virtual obstacles can be incorporated into the obstacle map at any time to limit

operations.

In addition, safety zones or "safety bubbles" may be assigned to the obstacles detected

in a terrain and obstacle map to define the minimum clearance area for the machine to

avoid collision.

The knowledge of the machine's position and movements may be either apriori or

learned online. To determine how the machine will respond to inputs, that is to predict

how it moves, one or more of the following is required: the machine's geometry; the

critical states of the machine such as joint angles and rope lengths; and the dynamic

aspects of the machine such as its motor response times.

Path planning is performed using knowledge of the machine's current and desired states

and its movement in response to inputs. The collision-free, optimal path is generated

via a Safe Traversal Obstacle Map (STOM) and may be calculated based on criteria

such as the shortest path, potential energy, minimum energy used and the minimum

time taken. Advantageously, path planning improves productivity by allowing

operation in low-visibility conditions and improves operational safety by allowing the

excavation machine to determine and avoid collisions with itself and other obstacles.

The path planning aspect of the invention may use any combination of well-known

robotic path-planning methods, including on-line reactive type mechanism for

emergency situations.



Additionally, the system can incorporate other situational maps, for example from other

machines or off-board sensors, to improve the machine's own awareness of the

environment.

The invention may support two control settings: partial or full automation; or a

spectrum of control settings between partial and full automation. For example, partial

automation could mean a system that takes over from an operator once a dig is

complete, performs the swing and dump and then returns ready for the next dig. It may

also be a system that the operator controls but it prevents the operator from performing

a demand, or altered demands to the machine, in order to avoid collisions. Possible

collisions and the obstacle-free path generated by the invention may also be displayed

to the operator of the machine. When full automation is used, the obstacle-free path

generated by the invention is automatically executed by the machine.

Additionally, the invention may be run on-board, that is from the machine; or off-

board, that is from a remote location that is in communication with the machine via

wired or wireless link. This allows mining workers other than the operator of an

excavation machine to monitor and mitigate the problems faced by the operator during

an excavation operation.

The invention may be used to determine the optimum dig location and indicate when to

move the machine when repositioning.

In further aspects the invention is excavation machinery including the control system, a

method for control of excavation machinery; and firmware and software versions of the

control system.

Brief Description of the Drawings

An example of the invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying

drawings, in which:



Fig. 1 is a diagram of a dragline equipped with an autonomous path planning

system.

Fig. 2 is a flow chart of operation of the autonomous path planning system.

Best Modes of the Invention

Referring first to Fig. 1, dragline 100 comprises a house 110, a mast 120, a boom 130,

hoist ropes 140, drag ropes 145 and a bucket 150 suspended from the boom 130 by the

hoist ropes 140. The entire dragline 100 is able to swing about its vertical axis 160. In

a typical excavation cycle, the bucket 150 is first lowered to scoop material from the

excavation site 190. The bucket 150 is then dragged towards the house 110 using drag

ropes 145 and lifted using hoist ropes 140, filling the bucket 150. Next, the dragline

100 is swung about vertical swing axis to position the bucket 150 above the place

where the material is to be dumped. The dragline 100 is typically operated using

sensors and actuators under the control of code in a Programmable Logic Controller

(PLC).

The swing operation typically accounts for 80% of the time of an excavation cycle. In

current systems, operators rely on their knowledge of the machine's behaviour as well

as visual sighting of obstacles to plan and execute the swing operation. Obstacles that

may be present at a mining site might include vehicles such as trucks, mining workers,

other site equipment and rocks, see 180.

In addition, system 230 may be located off-board in a remote location 300 (see Fig. 1)

that communicates with the machine 100 via a radio or wired communication link.

Data collected by the on-board 260 and off-board 265 sensors is transmitted to the

remote location to perform map generation, obstacle detection, collision detection and

path planning. The planning solutions are then communicated to the machine 100 to

either assist the operator partially or completely.

Referring now to Fig. 2, the autonomous path planning system 200 comprises a display

210 for the operator of the dragline 100, a computer storage medium 220, a number of



on-board 260 and off-board 265 sensors and a control system 230 comprising the

following subsystems:

Map generation subsystem 232;

Obstacle detection subsystem 234;

Collision detection subsystem 236; and

Path planning subsystem 238.

Map generation 232, obstacle detection 234, collision detection 236 and path-planning

238 subsystems may comprise software located in a separate computer (PC) or

microcontroller which interfaces with the dragline 100, control system 230 and

operator display 210. Alternatively, all or part of the control system 230 and its

subsystems may be embedded within a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC); for

instance the PLC that controls the dragline 100.

The subsystems 232, 234, 236 and 238 will now be explained in greater detail:

Map Generation Subsystem 232

Map generation subsystem 232 uses an array of disparate and complementary sensors

to generate directly, or add to an existing, 3-Dimensional digital terrain and obstacle

map during normal operation of the dragline 100. The sensors may be either retrofitted

or installed during manufacture. Any number and type of sensor systems may be

incorporated depending on the requirements and the capabilities of the system. For

example, passive (vision), active (laser, radar) and GPS sensors can be used to generate

the map.

The sensors may be mounted on 260 or off 265 the machine 100, and are placed to

maximize the utility of the data collected. In some situations it has been found that

when the dragline is swinging, body and boom mounted sensors 260 are more useful,

and while the bucket, or other excavator tools, are moving other sensors 265 mounted

off the dragline are better.



The obstacle and terrain maps are built using knowledge of the sensor geometric offsets

from the centre of machine rotation 160 and the knowledge of the machine's current

rotational position. These maps may be static or dynamically updated, or both, during

normal operation of the machine 100. The map may be referenced to an appropriate

coordinate frame with respect to the machine. This coordinate frame can be geo-

referenced via GPS or other external positioning device for integration with a global

map. The map may be transformed to another coordinate system, for instance if roll

and pitch measurements are available.

The digital terrain and obstacle maps of the vicinity around the machine 100 are used to

measure the location and volume of material in the spoil pile, and to locate obstacles

180.

Virtual objects may be incorporated into the map to limit the operation of the machine.

These may include areas that the machine must not operate in, or inclusion of people or

equipment that are dynamic in nature, or not visible to the sensor system. The maps

may be displayed to an operator, either on-board the machine 100 or in a remote

location 300. The operator may manipulate the view point of the 3D maps using

keyboard, mouse or touch-screen. The maps may be stored either locally on storage

medium 220 or externally in a remote location 300 in any digital format.

Obstacle Detection Subsystem 234

The obstacle detection subsystem 234 refines the digital terrain and obstacle map

generated by the map generation subsystem 232 to identify exclusion zones that are

within reach of the machine during operation. First, an object detection system is used

to find or identify obstacles such as vehicles, equipment, rocks and the machine's own

crawlers from the map. The subsystem also fills any 'holes' or 'gaps' in the map in

which no valid sensor date is available.

Once the obstacles are identified, safety zones or safety bubbles are dynamically

assigned around any obstacles in the situational awareness map to define exclusion



areas. The size of each safety zone is chosen to ensure adequate clearance and access

to key areas in the machine's operational range. For example, the size of a safety zone

may be zero around a dig face; 0.5m around the crawlers of trucks and rocks on the

ground; and 5m around humans.

Additionally, the system is capable of not only detecting obstacles, but tracking their

movement throughout the workspace. Workers and vehicles entering the workspace

may carry a trackable identification tag for this purpose; allowing the excavator to

detect them and the system to gather information about their movements. A large

safety bubble can be assign to these trackable objects to ensure that the bucket or other

part of the machine cannot collide with them.

Collision Detection Subsystem 230

The collision detection subsystem 230 uses the terrain and obstacle map generated by

map generation subsystem 232, and further refined by the obstacle detection subsystem

234, and its knowledge of the machine's 100 position and movements to determine

possible collisions with itself or other obstacles. The system can also incorporate other

situational maps, for example from other machines, to improve the machine's own

awareness of the environment.

In particular, the 3D position of Potential Contact Points (PCP) around the machine 100

are determined using measured or inferred machine geometry. Examples of PCPs

include bucket corners, dipper, boom, tub, ropes and actuators. Other points may

include 'virtual' points which are not physically located on the machine. The data on

the machine's geometry may be based on a priori knowledge or learned online during

operation.

To predict how the machine moves in response to inputs, the knowledge of one or more

of the following is required:

the geometry of the machine;

the estimates of the critical states such as joint angles and rope lengths;



the current and desired states of the machine; and

other dynamic aspects of the machine operation such as motor response times.

Using the obstacle map, a forward motion planner then predicts (at different timescales)

the motion of all the Potential Contact Points (PCPs) in 3D space to determine if a

collision of any of these points will occur. If any of the Potential Contact Points are

found to intersect, that is collide, with the obstacle map, the collision information is

passed to the path planning subsystem 238 to modify the desired path accordingly.

Path Planning Subsystem 238

Path planning subsystem 238 uses the knowledge of the surrounding environment of

the machine 100 and how the machine moves in response to inputs to determine

obstacle-free paths when planning a swing operation. Well-known robotic path-

planning methods are used to generate a collision-free swing angle and bucket

trajectory, taking into account the safety zones around the obstacles and any additional

virtual obstacles imposed by the operator.

The path planning problem is set up using an appropriate cost or objective function

describing the operation. The collision-free, optimal path is generated via a Safe

Traversal Obstacle Map (STOM) and may be calculated based on criteria such as the

shortest path, the minimum energy used, the minimum time taken and the safest path.

Depending on the requirements of a particular swing operation, the collision detection

is not limited to the bucket and may include all elements of the machine and the

detected environment, including self collision.

The computed optimal path is then displayed on the operator's display to request further

actions from the operator. Alternatively, if the machine is fully automated, the

computed optimal path will be translated to a sequence of machine commands to be

executed by the machine control system.

Partial or Full Automation



Using the invention, the machine 100 may be partially or fully automated, allowing the

system 230 to warn the operator via the display 210 or via audible alarms; or taking

over control of the machine control when a possible collision is detected.

In the case of partial autonomy the system acts much like an "operator-assist" system to

provide guidance to the operator for safe bucket and swing trajectories. Here, the path

planning subsystem 238 uses the obstacle 234 and collision 236 detection subsystems

to generate control actions to avoid collisions or stop the machine completely. The

control can be applied to any axis of the machine, and is not necessarily restricted to

swing and bucket movement. Depending on the level of allowable autonomy, the on¬

board control system executes the demands from the path planner.

In the case of a fully-automated system, the path planning subsystem 238 controls all

actions of the excavation cycle using inputs from the obstacle 234 and collision 236

detection subsystems.

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that numerous variations and/or

modifications may be made to the invention as shown in the specific embodiments

without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention as broadly described. The

present embodiments are, therefore, to be considered in all respects as illustrative and

not restrictive. For example, the invention 200 can be installed on other excavation

machineries that have a swing axis during normal excavation, such as electric and

hydraulic mining shovels and excavators.



Claims:

1. A control system for autonomous path planning in excavation machinery,

comprising:

a map generation subsystem to receive data from an array of sensors to generate

a 3-Dimensional digital terrain and obstacle map;

an obstacle detection subsystem to find and identify obstacles in the digital

terrain and obstacle map, and then to refine the map by identifying exclusion zones that

are within reach of the machine during operation.

a collision detection subsystem that uses knowledge of the machine's position

and movements, as well as the digital terrain and obstacle map, to identify possible

collisions with itself or other obstacles;

a forward motion planning subsystem to predict collisions in a planned path;

and

a path planning subsystem that uses information from the other subsystems to

vary planned paths to remove obstacles and collisions.

2 . A control system according to claim 1, incorporated into excavation machinery

having a central axis of rotation.

3. A control system according to claim 2, wherein the machinery is a dragline,

shovel or excavator.

4. A control system according to claim 1, wherein the array of sensors used to

generate terrain and obstacle map comprises passive sensors and active sensors.

5. A control system according to claim 4, wherein the passive sensors include a

vision sensor.

6. A control system according to claim 4, wherein the active sensors include a laser

rangefinder, radar rangefinder or GPS sensor.



7. A control system according to claim 4, wherein the sensors are mounted on the

machinery.

8. A control system according to claim 4, wherein the sensors are mounted off the

machinery.

9. A control system according to claim 1, wherein the maps are dynamically

constructed during normal operation of the machine.

10. A control system according to claim 1, wherein the 3-Dimensional digital terrain

and obstacle map is referenced to a coordinate frame related to the machine's geometry,

and is constructed during normal operation of the machine.

11. A control system according to claim 1, wherein virtual obstacles are

incorporated into the digital terrain and obstacle map at any time to limit the operation

of the machine.

12. A control system according to claim 11, wherein safety zones are assigned to the

obstacles detected in the digital terrain and obstacle map to define the minimum

clearance area.

13. A control system according to claim 1, wherein path planning is performed

using knowledge of the machine's current and desired states and its movement in

response to inputs.

14. A control system according to claim 13, wherein the collision-free path is

calculated based on criteria such as the shortest path, minimum energy used and the

minimum time taken.



15. A control system according to claim 1, wherein the digital terrain and obstacle

map supports partial automation where possible collisions and the obstacle-free path

generated by the invention are displayed to the operator of the machine.

16. A control system according to claim 1, wherein the digital terrain and obstacle

map supports full automation where the obstacle-free path generated by the invention is

automatically executed by the machine.

17. Excavation machinery including a control system according to any preceding

claim.

18. A method for control of excavation machinery, comprising the steps of:

receiving data from an array of sensors to generate a 3-Dimensional digital

terrain and obstacle map;

finding and identifying obstacles in the digital terrain and obstacle map, and

then refining the map by identifying exclusion zones that are within reach of the

machine during operation.

using knowledge of the machine's position and movements, as well as the digital

terrain and obstacle map, to identify possible collisions with itself or other obstacles;

predicting collisions in a planned path; and

using information from the other subsystems to vary planned paths to remove

obstacles and collisions.

19. Firmware or software to perform the method according to claim 18.
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